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Moving right along.•.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT

The publishing industry breathed a
collective sigh of relief earlier this month.
The re-election of the Labor Government
means the book trade won't need to cope
with a GST. Just before the election I
received a bumper sticker which is
already obsolete: "No GST on Books".
Perhaps it could have been subtitled: "The
tax we don't have to have".

The following report was presented by
Isabelle Mentha at the Annual General
Meeting of the Society held in Melbourne
on February 24th, 1993.

I have enjoyed the last 12 months as
Newsletter editor. It has taught me much
about the world of indexing, kept me
informed on many fronts and brought me
into contact with interesting people. I
have received excellent support from our
Committee members and readers.
Unfortunately, I must step aside due to
other commitments (sob ... sob ••.). Do
you have the interest and abilities needed
to edit or co-edit this "informationoriented serial publication"? If so, please
contact a Committee member ASAP.
New quidnunc needed ...

Steve Sunter

Annual Report

1992

The Australian Society of Indexers was
established in 1976 with 47 foundation
members, at the end of 1992 we had 212
members, an increase of 20 over the year
before. As usual membership changed
somewhat 48 new members joined, but 28
members were lost, 6 through resignations
and 22 for non-renewal of subscriptions.
The newly formed ACT Region branch
accounted for 10 of the new members.
Distribution of members as at 31 December
1992 with comparison at 31 December
1991:
ACT
NSW
NT
QLD
SA
TAS
VIe
WA
NZ

1992

1991

25
53
3
11
7
4
101

15
55
3
9
5
2
96
3
4
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The newsletter received 9 Australian and 5
overseas subscriptions; 26 complimentary
and/or exchange copies were sent, 3 for
legal deposit, 13 to overseas organisations.
A number of these societies reciprocate
with their own newsletters.

Renewals

During the year a record number of 133 of
our members subscribed to The Indexer at
the very generous discount rate offered to
members of the affiliated societies by the
Society of Indexers.

Do you have a renewal slip attached to
your Newsletter? If so, this issue could
be your last. Send your renewal cheque
todav so vou won't miss out next issue.

The 1992 Annual General Meeting was
held on February 26 at Spring Park
Tearooms in Malvern, fourteen members

Not all indexers use computers

preliminary paper based on the data
received will be presented by Garry
Cousins (NSW Branch) at the American

attended. Clause 5e of the constitution was
amended to read that members whose
subscriptions were more than 3 months in

arrears shall be deemed to have resigned.

Society of Indexers Conference to be held

Clause 8 of the constitution was amended
to read that no member of the Executive
shall be eligible to serve more than three
consecutive years in the one office with the
exception of the Honorary Treasurer and
the Honorary Secretary, but will be eligible
for re-election after a lapse of one year.

in May, 1993. A full report on the survey
outcomes is in preparation.
For the first time in the history of our
Society two Indexing Medals were
awarded. The panel of judges this year
was Dr Ross Harvey, chairman, Cherryl
Schauder, John Curtain and George
Levick. The panel found it impossible to
split the 2 leading medal contenders and
decided that both entries were worthy of
medal status. The medals were awarded to
Max McMaster for his index to Infectious
Diseases in Pregnancy and the New Born
Infant
by Dr G L Gilbert (Chur,
Switzerland:
Harwood
Academic
Publishers, 1291) and Marjorie Price for
her index to The Law Handbook 1992
(Compiled and published by Fitzroy Legal
Service, Melbourne, 1992). Certificates
were presented to the publishers of these
books. The judges also highly commended
Josephine Cardale's index to Insects of
Australia
by CSIRO Division of
Entomology (University of Melbourne
Press, 1991). We thank our judges for
their excellent work.

The Newsletter has continued to be our
most important means of communication
with our members and special thanks are
due to our editor Steve Sunter. Our move
to inhouse production and typesetting on a
Macintosh computer has helped efficiency
and quality enormously. It is now easier to
produce a more attractive, high quality
publication with continued discovery and
utilisation of the capabilities of the
software. Ten issues were published
during the year, receiving favourable
feedback
from members.
Some
constructive comments have been put into
practice. We are now receiving some
contributions on disk, this improves
accuracy and saves time. A competition
held to change the name of our Newsletter
resulted in our Committee voting for the
present name to be retained after
considering several suggestions.

Members of the Victorian Branch ran a very
successful indexing course over six weeks,
we thank Max McMaster, George Levick,
John Simkin and Mary long for all their
work in preparation and presentation. In
Sydney an equally successful four day
indexing workshop in association with
University of New South Wales was
presented by AIan Walker, Michael Wyatt
and Garry Cousins. AIan Walker also ran a
similar course in Canberra. A three day
course in indexing was run by Michael
Wyatt in Wellington, New Zealand. The
NSW April general meeting on indexing of
images was presented by Alan Walker and
Caroline Colton. The Victorian Group ran
a Stir an Indexer panel meeting in May, and
in July the 1991 Medal winner, Geraldine
Suter, spoke about her award winning
Index to The Argus 1860, a talk which
helped us appreciate the complexity of the
problems to be solved when indexing
newspapers. A talk and demonstration on
the use of MACREX for indexing was
given by Meredith Healey to the NSW
Branch in November.
A successful
indexing seminar was held in Canberra in

Indexers Available was completed early in
October and free copies were sent to 104
publishers throughout Australia. We are
indebted to Ian Odgers for the countless
hours he put in to ensure this year's edition
achieved its very high standard.
Planning for the 1995 International
Indexing Conference is well under way. A
Conference Sub-Committee has been
established with members- -from the
National Executive as well as the NSW and
ACT Branch committees. A Conference
Organiser has been appointed, and dates
and venue are almost finalised. Planning of
the Conference theme, establishing keynote
speakers, plus a host of other activities is
well advanced.
The mail survey of publishers yielded a
60% response rate, which was outstanding.
Analysis of the results has been greatly
assisted by a software package developed
by Bill Garland of CSIRO. Interpretation
of the results is now under way and a
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In thanking all the members of the
Committee and the Editor I specially thank
our Secretary lan Odgers and Treasurer
Joyce Korn who have done so much during
the year to ensure the success of our
Society. I have appreciated the friendly
help of everyone on the Committee, which
has made being President a very satisfying
experience.

November, organised by the Canberra
On line Users Group, at which it was
decided to form an ACT Region Branch of
our Society.
Garry Cousins of NSW
Branch demonstrated and spoke about
MACREX and CINDEX.
Twelve indexes were submitted
for
assessment for registration, eleven were
successful.
We thank John Simkin and
Josephine McGovern for their important
role as eo-chairmen
of the panel of
assessors.

Isabelle Mentha

When looking ahead it is perhaps time for
consideration of the need for recognition of
database indexing and training, only back
of the book indexes are judged for our
Medal.

Further thoughts on prepositions and inversion
Garry Cousins
Congratulations to Kingsley Siebel and
George Levick for their thoughtprovoking articles in the last Newsletter.
My own practices regarding a couple of
the points they raised have undergone
some revision recently.

Accessory
aid and abet, 2001-2005
defined,2oo1
different crime committed,
2020
after the fact, 2025-2030
before the fact, 2010-2020
principal acquitted, 2020

Prepositions

The position of the two subheadings after the
fact and before the fact seemed especially
odd until I realised that both the preposition
and the article had been ignored in filing (the
indexing program I use sorts automatically,
ignoring prepositions specified by the user).
However these two phrases are in common
usage by the legal fraternity, so in this case
the prepositions are significant words! When
I deleted the prepositions and articles from
my list of words to be ignored in filing I was
left with this entry:

When I started indexing I always
ignored
prepositions
when filing
subheadings and until very recently
continued to do so. The textbooks I had
at the time recommended itl , and it
didn't seem especially onerous to make
the mental leap to the first "significant"
word in the subheading
after the
preposition. However, after reading
Wellisch on reading and scanning habits
and on the history of the practices, I
began to wonder. When an editor
queried the alphabetical arrangement of
an index in which I had ignored
prepositions I also began to wonder
what the average reader who hadn't read
the textbooks expected: ignoring the
prepositions certainly wasn't logical to
that editor.

Accessory
after the fact, 2025-2030
aid and abet, 2001-2005
before the fact, 2010-2020
defined, 200 1
different crime committed, 2020
principle acquitted, 2020

Finally, in the process of compiling a
law index recently I found myself with
the following entry:

This seems to me to be the more sensible
and logical arrangement. At the same time
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This, to me, seems clearer and easier to
browse (leaving aside the question of
whether or not the prepositions are

it doesn't seem reasonable to have one
rule for law indexes and another for other
indexes (what a can of worms we open if

are

necessary). True, the keywords duty and

sometimes significant and sometimes
not!), so I now recognise prepositions in
filing.

duties are no longer the first words in

we start

saying

prepositions

Incidentally, the British Standard on

their subheadings, but if readers are
browsing consecutively I think the
increased ease of reading more than
compensates.

Alphabetical arrangement and the filing
order of numbers and symbols (BS 1749,

I can however think of one instance when

1985) says that "if the first word of an
entry is an article not forming part of a
proper name, the article should be
ignored and the entry should be arranged
according to the next word ... all other

an indexer may not wish to adopt natural
word order in subheadings, and that is
when he or she wishes to draw together a
significant term which appears in several
subheadings. This can result in the
qualification, rather than inversion, of a
subheading. For example:

articles and prepositions
should be
recognized in filing"3 (my emphasis). If

this rule holds for main headings, why
not subheadings too?
Inversion

Character
bad,2155-2160
good, evidence led in rebuttal,
2140-2145
good, no rebuttal, 2130-2135
good, not a defence, 2130,
2140
raised by eo-accused, 2150

of subheadings

George Levick makes a good point when
he asserts that by the time readers get to
the subheading level they relax and
browse consecutively; at least this is my
method of scanning subheadings, feeling
some relief at having found the main
heading I was looking for. If this is
generally true, the word order of the
subheading would by and large seem to
be a matter of style, as George suggests.
Personally, by the time a reader gets to
the subheading level, I think the use of
natural word order, rather than inversion,
often aids quick searching, even if it
sometimes means losing a strict
grammatical connection between main
heading and subheading. For example,
Kingsley gave the following example
which contains
two subheading
inversions:

~

I know that in practice - at least in law

indexes - the three subheadings for
Character, good. .. would often be broken
down further to subsubheading level
(although a publisher's house style may
not permit indexing to sub-subheading
level), but I think the principle is clear
nonetheless.
Notes
1. Anderson, M.D. Book indexing, p. 9;
Knight, G.N. Indexing, the art of,
p.57.
2. Wellisch, H.H. Indexing from A to Z,
pp. 312-313.
3. BS 1749, 5.2.

Beer
customs duty on
duties on, revenue from
duty, remission of
warehousing of

TRAINING

COURSES - Vie

The following courses are planned to be
held in Melbourne:

If the inversions are removed and
replaced by natural word order, we get:

Sat May 22 a.m. Macrex workshop - for
novices.
p.m. Macrex workshop - for
Macrex users.
Sat. July 24 a.m. Thesaurus construction.
p.m. Database indexing

Beer
customs duty on
remission of duty
revenue from duties on
warehousing of

Further details in next Newsletter.
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NATIONAL TREASURER'S STATEMENT
Income and Expenditure: January - December, 1992
$

Expenditure
Membership - National
Book Council
Newsletter expenses

The Indexer

75.00
2,862.66
2,427.99
151.13
101.30
152.00
186.52
85.00
110.00
91.00
177.00
25.00
221.85
324.20
30.50

The Indexer
Hon. Sec & Treas. expenses
Bank & Govt. charges
Information brochure
Publications
Phone book entry
GPO Box rental
Meeting expenses
Registration expenses
Competition prize
Publishers'survey
AGM Dinner
Index 4

Newsletter - sales
- advertisement
Registration fees

Indexers Available
Index 4
AGM Dinner
Book purchases
Vie. Branch refunds
Medal Dinner
Interest
- Bank Account
- Bank of Melbourne
- at call account
- Fixed Term (1)
- Fixed Term (2)
- Capital Building Soc.
- Fixed Term

Indexers Available
- data entry
- printing
- postage

375.00
1,152.00

42.43
16.53
226.27
171.84
100,81
11,581.63

.l.22..1.2

Medal & Medal Dinner
Vie. Branch course
NSW per capita
Computer repairs/expenses
1995 International conf.
Operating surplus

$
5,675.50
2,871.00
355.00
45.00
450.00
365.00
106.00
375.00
59.10
212.15
510.00

Income
Memberships

1,726.79
822.77
212.15
170.00
946.94
171,80
11,071.60
510.03
11,581.63

Balance Sheet as at 31 Dec.1992

Assets as at 31 December 1992

Cash in Bank
Bank of Melbourne
- at call
- Fixed Term (1)
- Fixed Term (2)
Capital Building Soc.
- Fixed Term
Assets as at 1 Jan. 1992
plus
Income

Cash in Bank
Bank of Melbourne
- at call
- Fixed Term (1)
- Fixed Term (2)
Capital Building Society
- Fixed Term

less Expenditure
Assets at 31 Dec. 1992

1,633.24
301.99
1,000.00
2,483.54

.llil.Q1

s

627.82
318.52
2,226.27
1,155.38
2.11088

$ 6,438.87

5,928.84
11.581.63
17,510.47
11.071.60
6,438.87

NSW Branch Financial Report 1991192
Receipts
Per capita payment
Door takings 28/8/91, 9/4/92
Sales of Index 4
Sales of Indexers Available
Brochure printing (Refund)
Total receipts

Current

account

Aug 1991

Payments
Meeting costs
PO Box hire
Stationery
Brochure printing
Postage
Bank fees
Tax
Total payments

220.00
126.00
15.00
40.00
152.00
553.00

Current

~
[648.48]

account
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37.50
120.00
24.00
152.00
114.92
57.50
2.62
508.54
Aug 1992

140,14
[648.68]

RUBICON
This puzzle first appeared in Australian
Style. a literary bulletin produced by
Macquarie University.
It is reproduced
here courtesy of the author and publisher.

Master puzzle-maker, David Astle, noted
for his Wordwit game in the Sydney
Morning Herald, has created a puzzle he
calls Rubicon. David describes the puzzle
as a world first, a mix of crossword,
jigsaw and acrostic, with a bit of anagram
thrown in.

CLUES
It came second
in 1977's anthem
referendum. (8.7)
Over, under. around - however! (3.3,2,7)
Able was this general ere he saw Elba. (8)
A bolt from the blue catches you like this.
(8)
A wild hyacinth, sounding like sad lady (8)
Franldin, of kite-flying fame. (8)
Lady garcon ? (8)
Top wicket-taker in 1989 Ashes tour. (8)
Moving factory belt. (8)
Oil site between Britain and Europe. (5,3)
Rapidly increase in size. (8)
Scramble, commotion. (4.4)
Idol or near deity. (7)
Lesson at university. (7)
Needily beseech. (7)
Strident Australian parrot (7)
Arrange in a spreadeagle postion. (6)
ASAP. (6)
Eton jacket. (6)
Fearsome mustang at rodeos. (6)
Moore - NSW Independent. (6)
Mop up. (6)
Nail polish, etc. (4.2)
Reaching towards the sky. (6)
Reeling in shock. (6)
William Tell's target? (6)
Lb. (5)
Minor's antonym. (5)

Here's how you attempt to cross the
Rubicon. First solve as many of the clues
as you can. These are the crossword part
but are not labelled in the usual way with
an indication of where the solution fits on
the grid - I across, etc. In Rubicon you
have to fit the answers into the grid based
on the numbers of letters indicated and by
matching up with other letters already in
place - this is the jigsaw. Note that the
letters of the word Rubicon have been
placed in the grid to give you a start.
The next part of the puzzle to aim at is the
acrostic. The first letter of each of the
clues (note, clues. not solutions) together
spell out a group heading. but only when
arranged in the order that their solutions
fall in. taking the first to the last across
and then the first to the last down. Once
you have got a few of the solutions in
place on the grid. start rearranging the
clues. note down the first letters and use
your skills in solving anagrams to work
towards what the full group name may
be. To round off the puzzle and as a
further help in working out what the
group heading is. six members of that
group can be found in Rubicon's
completed grid. An example of a group
heading might be "Shakespearean characters" with the names Hamlet. Puck.
Cleopatra, Duncan, Romeo and Oberon
appearing as solutions in the grid. The
answer in this Rubicon is similarly of a
literary nature.
All elements of Rubicon work together to
give you a complete grid and the solution
to the group heading. The best idea is not
to concentrate on one part only but to
work back and forth, using progress
made in one part to help you in another. It
is expected that Rubicon will take at least
several hours to complete.
Happy puzzling!

Solution next issue
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BOOK REVIEW
section,
Future
Outlook,
looks
optimisticallyat the contribution of indexers
and abstractors in an era of fast-changing
technologies.

Guide to careers in indexing and
abstracting.
Anne Mane unmngham Wendy WIC .
Published by National Federation of
Abstracting and Information Services.
Philadelphia. PA. 1992.
ix, 66pp.
appendices. bibliog.. index. ISBN 0942308-38-7 (s iral bindin ): US$25
Reviewed

by Cherryl

There are three appendices which
selectively list: professional societies of
indexers and other information-professional
organisations; major conferences; and
directories and serials of likely relevance to
abstractors and indexers.

Schauder

Strengths of this book are its treatment of
indexing and abstracting as a profession in
its own right, and its brave attempts to
identify tasks and steps which are common
to a range of types of indexing. It also
contributes much in describing work flows
and work conditions of the abstractor and
indexer in large database producing
organisations, such as Chemical Abstracts
Service, UMIIData Courier and the H.W.
Wilson Company. This is an area about
which there is relatively little published
information.

This little book provides a broad overview
of the profession of abstracting and
indexing. It is likely to be useful to those
considering a career or work in these
areas.
The book begins with a section entitled
Abstracting and Indexing in Perspective,
which briefly defines the concepts of the
abstract, the index and of users of such
tools. Section 2. The Profession of
Abstracting and Indexing deals with the
tasks of the abstractor and the indexer.
Indexers are viewed as two groups: those
who compile
back-of-book
and
retrospective 'single work' serial indexes
and those who work for abstracting and
indexing services (A&I) which produce
'evolving index products'. Section 3. Who
Hires Abstractors and Indexers? outlines
the kinds of organisations in the U.S.
which employ abstractors and indexers.
namely primary information publishers.
secondary information publishers (A&I
services). special libraries and consulting
(contracting) firms. The section concludes
with two pages on 'going it alone' as a
'freelance
entrepreneur'.
and two
paragraphs on the decline of the 'volunteer
Abstractor'.

The literature on indexing of the late
nineteenth and the twentieth centuries is
vast and diverse. This book, which
depends heavily on quotes from both old
and recent literature, is unashamedly
selective. American-published sources are
used extensively, and there is no attempt,
for example, to list relevant indexing
standards in a systematic way. nor to
mention British or other standards of great
relevance to the chapter which deals with
indexing steps.
The three appendices do include some nonU.S. information (a three-page description
of the Australian Society of Indexers is
included in Appendix 1, as are addresses,
for example, of Aslib (Association for
Information Management) and the Institute
of Information Scientists in London). The
text of the book nevertheless is quite clearly
targeted at prospective indexers and
abstractors in the U.S.

Section 4. Qualifications and Training
discusses the 'personality traits' of indexers
and abstractors and 'various routes of
learning available to prospective abstractors
and indexers' in the U.S. Section 5,
Abstractors and Indexers at Work discusses
the physical environment of the abstractor
and indexer, equipment and tools to assist
them, average salaries (based on a 1990
NFAIS human resources survey) and the
issue .of benefits (life and health insurance.
vacations, etc.). The three-page concluding

It is not easy to write about indexing
without resorting to terminology that the
layperson might not understand. The
authors use terms such as 'specificity',
'exhaustivity',
'automatic indexing',
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'electronic
index',
'CD-ROM'
and
'deduplication'
(p. 23 - perhaps
a
typographic error) without explanations.

AUSTRALIAN
SOCIETY
INDEXERS
GPO BOX 1251

Additionally. some definitions which are

MELBOURNE. VIe 3001

given. for example, of precoordinate and
postcoordinate indexing could be greatly
improved. The authors are a little glib in
their differentiation
between print and
electronic indexes - it would be helpful
also to stress that the worksheet or data
entered for a single document is commonly
used to produce a range of product formats,
including printed tools, online and CDROM databases.

OF

President:

Isabelle Mentha
(03) 418 7201
Fax: (03) 419 0459
Vice Pres.: George Levick
(03) 418 7344
Secretary:
Ian Odgers
(03) 418 7275
Treasurer:
Joyce Korn
(03) 654 8527 or
(03) 710 1270
Editor:
c/- Steve Sunter
(03) 418 7253
Fax: (03) 419 0459

Another area for improvement of this book
lies in the need to clearly articulate its
scope. Indexing is a fundamental task of
information professionals working in a
range of contexts, including archives and
the records divisions of public and private
sector organisations. A justification of the
focus of the book in the light of this point
would be helpful. The presentation of the
book could also be improved the
application of the author-date citation style
in the list of references needs checking, as
do inclusions and layout style in the index.

Committee Members:
Ma.x McMaster: (03) 571 6341
Cherryl Schauder: (03) 660 3059
Mary Long: (03) 8460225
John Simkin: (03) 4298817
Josephine McGovern: (03) 596 1555
Steve Sunter: (03) 418 7253
NSW BRANCH
PO BOX R598
ROYAL EXCHANGE SYDNEY, 2000

This book, with its often charming
quotations. is a pleasant read. It is honest
about the appealing and unappealing
aspects of the profession (such as the need
to work to tight deadlines). While the book
is of most relevance to the American
context, there is nevertheless much of
interest to prospective
indexers and
abstractors in other countries.

President: Alan Walker
(02) 3805875
Fax: (02) 3610651
Secretary: Michael Wyatt
(02) 281 0460
Treasurer: Kingsley Siebel
(02) 477 3149
Committee: Garry Cousins, Mary Turner,
Lorraine Doyle, Christine Winning

New Members

ACT BRANCH

The Society welcomes the following new
members:
Mrs S. Campbell, Bruce, ACT
Or R. Drewe, Glen Iris, VIe
Or C. McCowan, Glen Iris, VIC
Mrs A. Maclntyre, Melba, ACT
Ms D. Talent, Giralang, ACT

President:

Geraldine Triffitt
(06) 246 1177
Fax: (06) 249 7310
Secretary:
Jenni Cole
(06) 243 4211
Treasurer:
Susan MacDougall
(06) 201 2645
Committee: Hilary Kent, Laurel Tunks,
Margaret Hyland, Barbara Dickens

New Registrations
The following members have met the
standards
required for becoming a
registered indexer of the Society:
Caroline Colton
Robert Hyslop, ISO
Kathleen Mary Gray

Next Deadline·

April 20, 1993

~
News, views and reviews are always
welcome. Floppy disks will be appreciated
where articles are longer than one A4 page
(preferably 3.5" Macintosh disks; Microsoft
Word software; IBM is also OK).
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